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AKIANE: HER LIFE, HER ART, HER POETRY
HER LIFE, HER ART, HER POETRY
Thomas Nelson Experience the wonder of child prodigy Akaine Kramarik’s divinely inspired artwork ﬁrsthand. Akiane’s nonreligious parents were bewildered when their four-year-old daughter started sharing her dreams of angels, heaven, and Jesus. Her spiritual insight quickly expressed itself through
impressive sketches, drawings with oil crayons, paintings, and eventually poetry, and her artwork began a conversation that brought her whole family to Christianity and to the attention of national media. Akiane: Her Life, Her Art, Her Poetry shares the young artist’s story in rich detail, including her
mother’s ﬁrsthand account of Akiane’s emerging faith and artistic talent; a collection of full-color paintings created by Akiane from ages 4 to 10, along with the amazing stories that surround each piece of art; and selected poems of profound beauty and insight, authored by Akiane in her childhood. This
book will encourage any who believe in the spiritual nature of art and reinvigorate the faith of those who call Jesus their savior.

THE DAY THAT TURNS YOUR LIFE AROUND
Simon & Schuster Audio/Nightingale-Conant

SACK YOUR BOSS
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO ESCAPE YOUR 9-5
Rodwellbeing Publishing
Have you reached that point in your job where you’re thinking ‘enough is enough’?
In this book, Christian Rodwell, the Founder of Escape The Rat Race, shows that there is a proven process anyone who is currently employed but looking to start their own business can follow: ‘The choices for someone wishing to exit a corporate 9-5 job and start a new business are numerous and this
can easily lead to overwhelm, confusion….and over-analysing the options for so long that you end up taking no action at all. Finding enough time to ﬁt your new business around your full time job and family commitments will also be a challenge, which is why I've dedicated an entire chapter to show you
ways to overcome this.' Not everyone who wishes to quit the rat race and start a business knows exactly what business would be best suited to them initially. This book will help you to get to know yourself better, identifying your motives for wanting to sack your boss and answering the question, ‘what
would I would love to do each day if money were no object?’. Christian Rodwell has been through all of these challenges himself, and has worked with over 1000 other ‘#escapees’ who are on the same journey. Christian illustrates within this book his process for helping such individuals map out their
very own ‘9-5 escape plan’ - ‘The Five Step Freedom Formula™’. 'I’ll guide you through the steps you need to take before you identify what your winning strategy is for starting a business you love. At the end of this book, you’ll have all of the answers ready to complete your very own 90 Day Escape
Plan, a speciﬁc and personalised personal development plan which I have put together for you.' It can be downloaded for free, by visiting: www.ﬁvestepfreedomformula.com
Does this reﬂect how you feel right now about your current work/life balance? ★ You feel trapped in a cycle of getting up to go to work each day, trading your time for money ★ You lack fulﬁlment doing work you’re not passionate about in order to make other people more successful ★ You’re frustrated
because you know that you are capable of achieving greatness, but feel as if your current situation is holding you back ★ You’ve been struggling to get ahead ﬁnancially and break free of bad debt ★ You’re fed up with standing on busy platforms wrestling for space with the rest of the herd every
morning ★ You’re fed up with the internal company politics which you have to endure every day ★ You feel limited by your earning potential and question if you’re ever going to be in a position where you feel truly wealthy ★ You never have any spare time to yourself to do the things you really want to
or spend enough time with the people that mean the most to you ★ You’re fed up with having to ask permission from somebody else to allow you time oﬀ to do what’s important to you ★ You want to explore the world and be able to generate an income without being tied to any one speciﬁc location ★
You know that there is a better quality of life waiting for you Did you answer ‘yes’ to any of the above? ‘If escaping the rat race is something you want to do, then take heart. This is something I have done for myself and I work with people every week who are in the process of doing the same.’ Based
around a proven ﬁve-step formula, the author guides readers through every step of gaining true clarity on their life goals, focusing their attention on achieving them – and making that bold transition from frustrated employee to unstoppable entrepreneur. ‘They’ll face everything from their deepest fears
and hesitations, to a true and frank appraisal of their ﬁnances – all intended to cut out ﬂuﬀ so they can crack on with productively taking action on building that business they’ve always dreamed of. The 90-day “escape plan” I share is unlike anything they’ve seen before, but I can almost guarantee it
will change their life’.

THINKING BETTER
THE ART OF THE SHORTCUT IN MATH AND LIFE
Basic Books One of the world's great mathematicians shows why math is the ultimate timesaver—and how everyone can make their lives easier with a few simple shortcuts. We are often told that hard work is the key to success. But success isn’t about hard work – it’s about shortcuts. Shortcuts allow us
to solve one problem quickly so that we can tackle an even bigger one. They make us capable of doing great things. And according to Marcus du Sautoy, math is the very art of the shortcut. Thinking Better is a celebration of how math lets us do more with less. Du Sautoy explores how diagramming
revolutionized therapy, why calculus is the greatest shortcut ever invented, whether you must really practice for ten thousand hours to become a concert violinist, and why shortcuts give us an advantage over even the most powerful AI. Throughout, we meet artists, scientists, and entrepreneurs who
use mathematical shortcuts to change the world. Delightful, illuminating, and above all practical, Thinking Better is for anyone who has wondered why you should waste time climbing the mountain when you could go around it much faster.

ME, INC. HOW TO MASTER THE BUSINESS OF BEING YOU
A PERSONALIZED PROGRAM FOR EXCEPTIONAL LIVING
John Wiley & Sons Advance praise for Me, Inc "Ventrella takes the best practices of Fortune 500 companies and shows how you can apply them to another important venture--you! Your life deserves at least as much attention as your job does, so read this book and turn your time on Earth into a
satisfying, meaningful enterprise." --Ken Blanchard, coauthor of The One Minute Manager? and Leading at a Higher Level "Rarely does a book so authentically capture the essence of what a true personal brand transformation is all about. Me, Inc. provides a unique approach to discovering your personal
brand and making it a reality. Through Ventrella's insights and invaluable self-discovery tools, readers quickly learn that when you build your personal brand, you build a brand of value--value that eloquently translates into success throughout every facet of your life." --Laura Tessinari, Senior Partner,
Director of Training, Ogilvy & Mather "The Me, Inc. program has guided me on the path to even greater personal and professional achievement and life satisfaction than I ever thought possible." --Jack Hallahan, Vice President, Advertising and Brand Partnerships, MobiTV "In all of the thirteen years since I
ﬁrst heard Ventrella speak on this subject, I have consistently been impressed by the value of his approach and the responses of the hundreds of students who have beneﬁted from his structured program. With the publication of Me, Inc., Ventrella reveals to a much larger audience the way to create
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successful, happy lives. His students at Fordham and executive coaching clients have been applying it with excellent results for years." --James A. F. Stoner, Professor Fordham University, Graduate School of Business Administration "Me, Inc. provides a clear road map to achieving your goals and ﬁnding
greater work-life balance. Ventrella's approach oﬀers an interesting and powerful way to assume control; by managing your life's ambitions as seriously as you might a business endeavor, you can clarify your thoughts, set priorities, and turn your dreams into reality. Ventrella is a very eﬀective coach
and, like any good boss, he doesn't let you oﬀ the hook. You want to change things? Look no further." --Teri Schindler, Media Consultant, Patrick Davis Partners

THE MONK AND THE RIDDLE
THE ART OF CREATING A LIFE WHILE MAKING A LIVING
Harvard Business Press A book about how to make work pay and not just in cash, but in experience, satiafaction, and joy.

BAD RATS
Kidwick Books LLC Josiah is a rat. He and his friends are also artists and, according to Professor Perimeter, painting outside the box is not very rat-like. These inspired rats teach their professor the value of creativity.

THE SHAPE OF A LIFE
ONE MATHEMATICIAN'S SEARCH FOR THE UNIVERSE'S HIDDEN GEOMETRY
Yale University Press A Fields medalist recounts his lifelong transnational eﬀort to uncover the geometric shape—the Calabi-Yau manifold—that may store the hidden dimensions of our universe. “An unexpectedly intimate look into a highly accomplished man, his colleagues and friends, the development
of a new ﬁeld of geometric analysis, and a glimpse into a truly uncommon mind.”—Nina MacLaughlin, Boston Globe “Engaging, eminently readable . . . For those with a taste for elegant and largely jargon-free explanations of mathematics, The Shape of a Life promises hours of rewarding
reading.”—Judith Goodstein, American Scientist Harvard geometer and Fields medalist Shing-Tung Yau has provided a mathematical foundation for string theory, oﬀered new insights into black holes, and mathematically demonstrated the stability of our universe. In this autobiography, Yau reﬂects on
his improbable journey to becoming one of the world’s most distinguished mathematicians. Beginning with an impoverished childhood in China and Hong Kong, Yau takes readers through his doctoral studies at Berkeley during the height of the Vietnam War protests, his Fields Medal–winning proof of the
Calabi conjecture, his return to China, and his pioneering work in geometric analysis. This new branch of geometry, which Yau built up with his friends and colleagues, has paved the way for solutions to several important and previously intransigent problems. With complicated ideas explained for a broad
audience, this book oﬀers readers not only insights into the life of an eminent mathematician, but also an accessible way to understand advanced and highly abstract concepts in mathematics and theoretical physics.

ICONTRACTOR 1
CONSTRUCTING YOUR PERFECT LIFE BY REMODELING YOU FROM THE INSIDE-OUT!
Morgan James Publishing "iContractor 1" explains the law of attraction and breaks it down to its core essence for those struggling with reaching their goals and accomplishing their dreams. Then, it lays out a simple, 3-step process to enable the reader to put it to work in their own lives. “The Secret” sold
approximately 19 million copies since 2006 indicating a huge, global market for this information. Where “The Secret” and other similar genres fall short is the absence of a simple method for putting the information to work.

TREJO
MY LIFE OF CRIME, REDEMPTION, AND HOLLYWOOD
Simon and Schuster INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “If you’re a fan like I am this is deﬁnitely the book for you.” —Pete Davidson, actor, producer, and cast member on Saturday Night Live “Danny’s incredible life story shows that even though we may fall down at some point in our lives, it’s what
we do when we stand back up that really counts.” —Robert Rodriguez, creator of Spy Kids, Desperado, and Machete Discover the full, fascinating, and inspirational true story of Danny Trejo’s journey from crime, prison, addiction, and loss—it’s “enough to make you believe in the possibility of a
Hollywood ending” (The New York Times Book Review). On screen, Danny Trejo the actor is a baddie who has been killed at least a hundred times. He’s been shot, stabbed, hanged, chopped up, squished by an elevator, and once, was even melted into a bloody goo. Oﬀ screen, he’s a hero beloved by
recovery communities and obsessed fans alike. But the real Danny Trejo is much more complicated than the legend. Raised in an abusive home, Danny struggled with heroin addiction and stints in some of the country’s most notorious state prisons—including San Quentin and Folsom—from an early
age, before starring in such modern classics as Heat, From Dusk till Dawn, and Machete. Now, in this funny, painful, and suspenseful memoir, Danny takes us through the incredible ups and downs of his life, including meeting one of the world’s most notorious serial killers in prison and working with
legends like Charles Bronson and Robert De Niro. An honest, unﬂinching, and “inspirational study in the deﬁnition of character” (Kevin Smith, director and actor), Trejo reveals how he managed the horrors of prison, rebuilt himself after ﬁnding sobriety and spirituality in solitary conﬁnement, and draws
inspiration from the adrenaline-fueled robbing heists of his past for the ﬁlm roles that made him a household name. He also shares the painful contradictions in his personal life. Although he speaks everywhere from prison yards to NPR about his past to inspire countless others on their own road to
recovery and redemption, he struggles to help his children with their personal battles with addiction, and to build relationships that last. Redemptive and painful, poignant and real, Trejo is a portrait of a magniﬁcent life and an unforgettable and exceptional journey.

THE ART OF LIVING A LIFE YOU LOVE
ENJOY THE JOURNEY AND CELEBRATE YOUR SUCCESS!
BalboaPress “When you are living a life you love, you become the artist shaping and shading your life. You get to choose how your life feels, looks, and sounds. Each year of your life you can begin a new painting, or continue adding dabs of color or new choices to the masterpiece you are creating.” In
this practical and inspiring book, Margaux Joy DeNador, will guide you in making choices that take your life from good to great.

MURDER IN THE MIDDLE PASTURE
When a calf is murdered, Hank, a wily cowdog and head of ranch security, pursues a gang of wild dogs and a clan of coyotes to ﬁnd the killer.

KEEP IT MOVING
LESSONS FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE
Simon & Schuster A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER One of the world’s legendary artists and bestselling author of The Creative Habit shares her secrets—from insight to action—for harnessing vitality, ﬁnding purpose as you age, and expanding one’s possibilities over the course of a lifetime in her newest
New York Times bestseller Keep It Moving. At seventy-eight, Twyla Tharp is revered not only for the dances she makes—but for her astounding regime of exercise and nonstop engagement. She is famed for religiously hitting the gym each morning at daybreak, and utilizing that energy to propel her
breakneck schedule as a teacher, writer, creator, and lecturer. This book grew out of the question she was asked most frequently: “How do you keep working?” Keep It Moving is a series of no-nonsense mediations on how to live with purpose as time passes. From the details of how she stays motivated
to the stages of her evolving ﬁtness routine, Tharp models how fulﬁllment depends not on fortune—but on attitude, possible for anyone willing to try and keep trying. Culling anecdotes from Twyla’s life and the lives of other luminaries, each chapter is accompanied by a small exercise that will help
anyone develop a more hopeful and energetic approach to the everyday. Twyla will tell you what the beauty-ﬁtness-wellness industry won’t: chasing youth is a losing proposition. Instead, Keep It Moving focuses you on what’s here and where you’re going—the book for anyone who wishes to maintain
their prime for life.
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NOWHERE FOR VERY LONG
THE UNEXPECTED ROAD TO AN UNCONVENTIONAL LIFE
HarperCollins NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER • USA TODAY! BESTSELLER In this beautifully written, vividly detailed memoir, a young woman chronicles her adventures traveling across the deserts of the American West in an orange van named Bertha and reﬂects on
an unconventional approach to life. A woman deﬁned by motion, Brianna Madia bought a beat-up bright orange van, ﬁlled it with her two dogs Bucket and Dagwood, and headed into the canyons of Utah with her husband. Nowhere for Very Long is her deeply felt, immaculately told story of
exploration—of the world outside and the spirit within. However, pursuing a life of intention isn’t always what it seems. In fact, at times it was downright boring, exhausting, and even desperate—when Bertha overheated and she was forced to pull over on a lonely stretch of South Dakota highway; when
the weather was bitterly cold and her water jugs froze beneath her as she slept in the parking lot of her oﬃce; when she worried about money, her marriage, and the looming question mark of her future. But Brianna was committed to living a life true to herself, come what may, and that made all the
diﬀerence. Nowhere for Very Long is the true story of a woman learning and unlearning, from backroads to breakdowns, from married to solo, and ﬁnally, from lost to found to lost again . . . this time, on purpose.

MAKING NUMBERS COUNT
THE ART AND SCIENCE OF COMMUNICATING NUMBERS
Simon and Schuster A clear, practical, ﬁrst-of-its-kind guide to communicating and understanding numbers and data—from bestselling business author Chip Heath. How much bigger is a billion than a million? Well, a million seconds is twelve days. A billion seconds is…thirty-two years. Understanding
numbers is essential—but humans aren’t built to understand them. Until very recently, most languages had no words for numbers greater than ﬁve—anything from six to inﬁnity was known as “lots.” While the numbers in our world have gotten increasingly complex, our brains are stuck in the past. How
can we translate millions and billions and milliseconds and nanometers into things we can comprehend and use? Author Chip Heath has excelled at teaching others about making ideas stick and here, in Making Numbers Count, he outlines speciﬁc principles that reveal how to translate a number into our
brain’s language. This book is ﬁlled with examples of extreme number makeovers, vivid before-and-after examples that take a dry number and present it in a way that people click in and say “Wow, now I get it!” You will learn principles such as: -SIMPLE PERSPECTIVE CUES: researchers at Microsoft
found that adding one simple comparison sentence doubled how accurately users estimated statistics like population and area of countries. -VIVIDNESS: get perspective on the size of a nucleus by imagining a bee in a cathedral, or a pea in a racetrack, which are easier to envision than “1/100,000th of
the size of an atom.” -CONVERT TO A PROCESS: capitalize on our intuitive sense of time (5 gigabytes of music storage turns into “2 months of commutes, without repeating a song”). -EMOTIONAL MEASURING STICKS: frame the number in a way that people already care about (“that medical protocol
would save twice as many women as curing breast cancer”). Whether you’re interested in global problems like climate change, running a tech ﬁrm or a farm, or just explaining how many Cokes you’d have to drink if you burned calories like a hummingbird, this book will help math-lovers and mathhaters alike translate the numbers that animate our world—allowing us to bring more data, more naturally, into decisions in our schools, our workplaces, and our society.

BOOKS OUT LOUD
LITTLE LEGENDS: EXCEPTIONAL MEN IN BLACK HISTORY
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Author-illustrator Vashti Harrison shines a bold, joyous light on black men through history in this #1 New York Times bestseller. An important book for readers of all ages, this beautifully illustrated and engagingly written volume brings to life true stories of black
men in history. Among these biographies, readers will ﬁnd aviators and artists, politicians and pop stars, athletes and activists. The exceptional men featured include writer James Baldwin, artist Aaron Douglas, ﬁlmmaker Oscar Devereaux Micheaux, lawman Bass Reeves, civil rights leader John Lewis,
dancer Alvin Ailey, and musician Prince. The legends in Little Legends: Exceptional Men in Black History span centuries and continents, but each one has blazed a trail for generations to come.

THE ART OF THE SALE
LEARNING FROM THE MASTERS ABOUT THE BUSINESS OF LIFE
Penguin From the author of Ahead of the Curve, a revelatory look at successful selling and how it can impact everything we do The ﬁrst book of its kind, The Art of the Sale is the result of a pilgrimage to learn the secrets of the world's foremost sales gurus. Bestselling author Philip Delves Broughton
tracked down anyone who could help him understand what it took to achieve greatness in sales, from technology billionaires to the most successful saleswoman in Japan to a cannily observant rug merchant in Morocco. The wisdom and experience Broughton acquired, revealed in this outstanding book,
demonstrates as never before the complex alchemy of eﬀective selling and the power it has to overcome challenges we face every day.

THE ROBE
Prabhat Prakashan One of the best-selling titles of the 1940s, 'The Robe' is a historical novel written by Lloyd C. Douglas. The book is about the Cruciﬁxion of Jesus. It was ﬁrst published in the year 1942. All of Lloyd C. Douglas' novels, essays, and short stories relied on his spiritual background for
thematic and creative inspiration. At the height of his popularity, Douglas was receiving on average 100 letters a week from fans. One of these letters provided the inspiration for 'The Robe'.

THE SECOND LIFE OF TIGER WOODS
Avid Reader Press / Simon & Schuster “Fascinating...[Bamberger] knows the world of professional golf, and the pressures it exacts, like few others.” —The Wall Street Journal It’s one of the greatest comebacks of all time. And for Tiger Woods—his game, his body, and his life in shambles—getting back to
the winner’s circle was only half the story. Here’s the rest of it. Tiger Woods’s long descent into a personal and professional hell reached bottom in the early hours of Memorial Day in 2017. Woods’s DUI arrest that night came on the heels of a desperate spinal surgery, just weeks after he told close
friends he might never play tournament golf again. His mug shot and alarming arrest video were painful to look at and, for Woods, a deep humiliation. The former paragon of discipline now found himself hopelessly lost and out of control, exposed for all the world to see. That episode could have marked
the beginning of Tiger’s end. It proved to be the opposite. Instead of sinking beneath the public disgrace of drug abuse and the private despair of a battered and ailing body, Woods embarked on the long road to redeeming himself. In The Second Life of Tiger Woods, Michael Bamberger, who has covered
Woods since the golfer was an amateur, draws upon his deep network of sources inside locker rooms, caddie yards, clubhouses, ﬁtness trailers, and back oﬃces to tell the true and inspiring story of the legend’s return. Packed with new information and graced by insight, Bamberger’s story reveals how
this iconic athlete clawed his way back to the top. Here you’ll meet the people who have shaped and saved Tiger’s life. It’s a disparate group: a Florida police oﬃcer, an old friend from Tiger’s boyhood, his girlfriend, his manager, his caddie. You’ll go inside the ropes and see Tiger’s interactions with
fellow pros, with broadcasters and rules oﬃcials and Tour executives, with legends young (Rory McIlroy) and old (Jack Nicklaus) and in between (Fred Couples). On the Sunday before Masters Sunday, you’ll join Tiger as he takes a long, slow, contemplative walk across Augusta National, and you’ll be with
him again seven days later in the splendid isolation of the tee at thirteen, in the rain, his right foot slipping while he swings his driver at 120 miles per hour. This is an intimate portrait of a man who has spent his life in front of the camera but has done his best to make sure he was never really known.
Here is Tiger, barefoot, in handcuﬀs, showing a police oﬃcer a witty and self-deprecating side of himself that the public never sees. Here is Tiger on the verge of tears with his children at the British Open. Here is Tiger trying to express his gratitude to his mother at a ceremony at the Rose Garden. In
these pages, Tiger is funny, cold, generous, self-absorbed, inspiring—and real. The Second Life of Tiger Woods is not only the saga of an exceptional man but also a celebration of second chances. Bamberger’s bracingly honest book is about what Tiger Woods did, and about what any of us can do, when
we face our demons head-on.

YOUR FIRST YEAR IN REAL ESTATE
MAKING THE TRANSITION FROM TOTAL NOVICE TO SUCCESSFUL PROFESSIONAL
Currency Newly Expanded with More Expert Advice to Help You Build a Winning Real Estate Career Welcome to the world of real estate sales, and the start of an exciting new career! Your destiny is now in your hands. Along with endless opportunities, ﬂexible hours, and the freedom to chart your own
path, you also have the potential to earn fabulous amounts of money. All you need for total success is preparation. Revised and expanded, Your First Year in Real Estate contains the essential knowledge you need to start oﬀ right in today's vastly changed real estate market, avoid common ﬁrst-year
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missteps, and get the inside edge that will take you to the top. Real estate expert Dirk Zeller has compiled the industry's proven secrets and strategies that will enable novice agents to hit the ground running and excel from day one. You'll get the insider's guide to: * Selecting the right company *
Developing valuable mentor and client relationships * Using the Internet and social networking to stay ahead of the competition (NEW!) * Setting--and reaching-- essential career goals * Staying on top in today's challenging real estate climate (NEW!) * And so much more. Concise and thorough, Your
First Year in Real Estate is like having the top coach right by your side.

UNAPOLOGETICALLY AMBITIOUS
TAKE RISKS, BREAK BARRIERS, AND CREATE SUCCESS ON YOUR OWN TERMS
Grand Central Publishing *Named a Best Business Book of 2020 by Fortune and Bloomberg* Full of empowering wisdom from one of Silicon Valley's ﬁrst female African American CEOs, this inspiring leadership book oﬀers a blueprint for how to achieve your personal and professional goals. Shellye
Archambeau recounts how she overcame the challenges she faced as a young black woman, wife, and mother, managing her personal and professional responsibilities while climbing the ranks at IBM and subsequently in her roles as CEO. Through the busts and booms of Silicon Valley in the early 2000s,
this bold and inspiring book details the risks she took and the strategies she engaged to steer her family, her career, and her company MetricStream toward success. Through her journey, Shellye discovered that ambition alone is not enough to achieve success. Here, she shares the practical strategies,
tools, and approaches readers can employ right now, including concrete steps to most eﬀectively: Dismantle impostor syndrome Capitalize on the power of planning Take risks Developing ﬁnancial literacy Build your network Establish your reputation Take charge of your career Integrate work, marriage,
parenthood, and self-care Each chapter lays out key takeaways and actions to increase the odds of achieving your personal and professional goals. With relatable personal stories that ground her advice in the real world and a foreword by leading venture capitalist and New York Times bestselling author
Ben Horowitz, Unapologetically Ambitious invites readers to move beyond the solely supportive roles others expect them to ﬁll, to learn how to carefully tread the thin line between assertive and aggressive, and to give themselves permission to strive for the top. Make no apologies for the height of your
ambitions. Shellye Archambeau will show you how.

TWELVE PILLARS
A NOVEL
Who would guess that when Michael Jones' car broke down on the side of the road that it would be the beginning of a life-changing relationship? Walking to the nearest house, Michael stumbles across a plantation style mansion on an estate named "Twelve Pillars". Charlie, the maintenance man, helps
Michael get back on the road again and also strikes up a relationship with him - and along the way teaches Michael the secrets of success - the Twelve Pillars of Success - that have made the owner of the house, Mr. Davis, a wealthy and successful man. This new novel by Jim Rohn and Chris Widener will
inspire you to take your life to the next level and beyond. It will challenge and encourage you to become the best that you can be!

I AM ALL THAT I AM
Lulu.com

THE ART OF EXTREME SELF-CARE
TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE ONE MONTH AT A TIME
Hay House Incorporated A practical, action-oriented program that advises individuals how, on a month-by-month basis, to identify and alter troubling behaviors, sharing strategies to stop the cycle of self-betrayal and neglect that stems from daily violations of self-care.

LAST CHANCE TEXACO
CHRONICLES OF AN AMERICAN TROUBADOUR
Grove Press A tender and intimate memoir by one of the most remarkable, trailblazing, and tenacious women in music, the two-time Grammy Award-winning “premiere song-stylist and songwriter of her generation” (Hilton Als), Rickie Lee Jones. This troubadour life is only for the ﬁercest hearts, only for
those vessels that can be broken to smithereens and still keep beating out the rhythm for a new song. Last Chance Texaco is the ﬁrst-ever no-holds-barred account of the life of two-time Grammy Award-winner Rickie Lee Jones in her own words. It is a tale of desperate chances and impossible triumphs,
an adventure story of a girl who beat the odds and grew up to become one of the most legendary artists of her time, turning adversity and hopelessness into timeless music. With candor and lyricism, the “Duchess of Coolsville” (Time) takes us on a singular journey through her nomadic childhood, to her
years as a teenage runaway, through her legendary love aﬀair with Tom Waits and ultimately her longevity as the hardest working woman in rock and roll. Rickie Lee’s stories are rich with the infamous characters of her early songs – "Chuck-E's in Love," “Weasel and the White Boys Cool,” “Danny’s AllStar Joint,” and “Easy Money”— but long before her notoriety in show business, there was a vaudevillian cast of hitchhikers, bank robbers, jail breaks, drug mules, a pimp with a heart of gold and tales of her fabled ancestors. In this tender and intimate memoir by one of the most remarkable, trailblazing,
and tenacious women in music are never-before-told stories of the girl in the raspberry beret, a singer-songwriter whose music deﬁed categorization and inspired American pop culture for decades.

YOU CAN CREATE AN EXCEPTIONAL LIFE
Hay House, Inc For countless people around the world, the words of Louise Hay have served as a beacon, leading them out of the darkness of despair and into the light of a better life. Cheryl Richardson is one of the many individuals whom Louise has greatly inﬂuenced . . . before going on to become a
best-selling author herself. So what happens when these two combine their collective wisdom into one book? The result is what you’re now holding in your hands. As Louise and Cheryl engage in a series of empowering and intimate conversations, you’ll feel as if you’re simultaneously having lunch with
your best friends and also attending a master class put on by two leaders of the self-empowerment movement. As they travel throughout North America and Europe together, Louise and Cheryl discuss a wide range of topics, including the importance of loving ourselves and our bodies; aging
consciously; bringing true prosperity and abundance to the world; manifesting positive relationships—both with family and friends and in the workplace; and facing death in a digniﬁed and peaceful way. These two amazing women are living proof that the spiritual principles they discuss in these pages
really work. As you read, you’ll discover that you, too, have the ability to create an exceptional life!

THE SEASONS OF LIFE
Brolga Pub. The Seasons of Life is a glimpse at the depth of Jim Rohn's character. A beautiful book, destined to become a masterpiece in literary creativity.Jim Rohn, a man of our generation, has been given a gift. His inspiring seminars and appearances before groups across America and around the
world have changed the lives of tens of thousands of people. He has the unique capacity for ﬁnding the miraculous hidden among the common, and for expressing it with word pictures that profoundly aﬀect all who hear.Anthony Robbins credits Jim Rohn as his ﬁrst personal development teacher, and
Tom Tophin calls him a modern-day Will Rogers.The Seasons of Life will inspire and motivate you through the spring, summer, autumn and winter of your own life.

SUCCESSFUL TIME MANAGEMENT FOR DUMMIES
John Wiley & Sons Incorporate eﬀective time management and transform your life If you always feel like there's not enough time in the day to get everything accomplished, Successful Time Management For Dummies is the resource that can help change your workday and your life. Filled with insights
into how the most successful people manage distractions, ﬁght procrastination, and optimize their workspace, this guide provides an in-depth look at the speciﬁc steps you can use to take back those precious hours and minutes to make more of your workday and your leisure time. Modern life is packed
with commitments that take up time and energy. But by more eﬀectively managing time and cutting out unnecessary and unproductive activities, you really can do more with less. In this complete guide to time management, you'll ﬁnd out how to manage email eﬀectively, cut down on meetings and
optimize facetime, use technology wisely, maximize your eﬀectiveness during travel, and much more. Find out how to accomplish more at work and in life, all in less time Organize your professional life and workspace for optimal productivity Learn to put an end to procrastination and successfully handle
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interruptions Get speciﬁc insights into time management in various functions, from administration professionals to executives If you're looking to take back your time and ramp up your productivity, Successful Time Management For Dummies is the resource to help get your there in a hurry.

HEAR YOURSELF
HOW TO FIND PEACE IN A NOISY WORLD
HarperCollins New York Times Bestseller “Rawat’s deep wisdom is a breath of fresh air; Hear Yourself gives the gift of peace and gratitude in a time we sorely need it.”—Ian Morgan Cron, author of The Story of You and co-author of The Road Back to You “Hear Yourself invites us to take a journey from
the outside world we live in everyday to the world of peace within us. I highly recommend this inspiring book to anyone ready to take that journey.”—Bill McCarthy, Founder and President of The Unity Foundation The renowned teacher and author of the internationally bestselling Peace Is Possible shows
us how to quiet the noise of our busy lives to hear our own unique authentic voice—the source of peace. The cacophony of modern life can be deafening, leaving us feeling frazzled and uneasy. In this warm, wise book, Prem Rawat teaches us how to turn down the noise to “hear ourselves”—to listen to
the subtle song of peace that sings inside each of us. Once we learn to truly “hear ourselves” and the voice of peace within, then we can hold on to that as we face all the noise of the world. The culmination of a lifetime of study, Hear Yourself lays out the crucial steps we can use to focus on the voice
within. Take a walk in nature and listen for the sounds of harmony, Prem Rawat suggests, or set aside a few minutes each day to feel gratitude, which comes from the core of our being. He challenges us to embrace our thirst for peace and let go of expectations for how it should feel. With one
straightforward yet deeply profound question, he helps us to focus—to be present: Am I conscious of where I am today and what I want to experience in this world?” If we allow ourselves to listen, what we hear is the extraordinary miracle of existence—an experience that transforms our relationship to
life and everything in it. Packed with powerful insights and compelling stories, Hear Yourself introduces readers to an ancient line of practical wisdom that enlightens us to a simple way to listen. By doing so, Prem Rawat reveals, we can “profoundly change our understanding of ourselves, those around
us, and our lives.”

THE LAST BOOK ON THE LEFT
STORIES OF MURDER AND MAYHEM FROM HISTORY'S MOST NOTORIOUS SERIAL KILLERS
Houghton Miﬄin An equal parts haunting and hilarious deep-dive review of history's most notorious and cold-blooded serial killers, from the creators of the award-winning Last Podcast on the Left

MISS CECILY'S RECIPES FOR EXCEPTIONAL LADIES
A NOVEL
Sourcebooks, Inc. "A can't-miss title for fans of chick lit and modern women's ﬁction."—Library Journal, STARRED review An unlikely friendship between two stubborn, lonely souls anchors this big-hearted book and dares us all to ask for more. When her life falls apart on the eve of her 40th birthday, Kate
Parker ﬁnds herself volunteering at the Lauderdale House for Exceptional Ladies. There she meets 97-year-old Cecily Finn. Cecily's tongue is as sharp as her mind, but she's fed up with pretty much everything. Having no patience for Kate's choices in life or love, Cecily prescribes her a self-help book...of
sorts. Thought for Food: an unintentionally funny 1950s cookbook high on enthusiasm, featuring menus for anything life can throw at the "easily dismayed," such as: Breakfast with a Hangover Tea for a Crotchety Aunt Dinner for a Charming Stranger As she and Cecily break out of their ruts, Kate will
learn far more than recipes. A feel-good summer read with a wicked sense of humor, Vicky Zimmerman's book will teach you that food is for feasting, friends are for savoring, and the way to a man's heart is...irrelevant. Fans of Jennifer Weiner, Elin Hildenbrand, and Sophie Kinsella will delight in this
recipe for conﬁdence, romance, and fun. Praise for Miss Cecily's Recipes for Exceptional Ladies: "A beautiful, thoughtful read about love, friendship and food with shades of Nora Ephron's Heartburn and Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine."—Tasmina Perry, international bestselling author of Daddy's Girls
"Beautifully written, full of insight and food."—Katie Fforde, bestselling author of A Perfect Proposal "Hungry for a love story with added bite? With deliciously real characters, a sprinkling of humor, a pinch of pathos and huge helping of wisdom, this book has all the ingredients to become this summer's
must-read."—Isabelle Broom, bestselling author of One Thousand Stars and You

CITIZEN OF THE GALAXY
Simon and Schuster A youth who has known only the primitive life of a galaxy slave is purchased by a beggar who turns out to be a man with many extracurricular activities.

THE LIFE TO COME
Allen & Unwin Winner of the 2018 Miles Franklin Award Shortlisted for the 2018 Stella Award Winner of the 2019 NSW Premier's Literary Awards Christina Stead Prize for Fiction 'I so much admire Michelle de Kretser's formidable technique - her characters feel alive, and she can create a sweeping
narrative which encompasses years, and yet still retain the sharp, almost hallucinatory detail.' Hilary Mantel 'Michelle de Kretser knows how to construct a gripping story. She writes quickly and lightly of wonderful and terrible things... A master storyteller.' A.S. Byatt Set in Sydney, Paris and Sri Lanka,
The Life to Come is a mesmerising novel about the stories we tell and don't tell ourselves as individuals, as societies and as nations. It feels at once ﬁrmly classic and exhilaratingly contemporary. Pippa is a writer who longs for success. Celeste tries to convince herself that her feelings for her married
lover are reciprocated. Ash makes strategic use of his childhood in Sri Lanka but blots out the memory of a tragedy from that time. Driven by riveting stories and unforgettable characters, here is a dazzling meditation on intimacy, loneliness and our ﬂawed perception of other people. Profoundly moving
as well as wickedly funny, The Life to Come reveals how the shadows cast by both the past and the future can transform, distort and undo the present. This extraordinary novel by Miles Franklin-winning author Michelle de Kretser will strike to your soul. '...one of those rare writers whose work balances
substance with style. Her writing is very witty, but it also goes deep, informed at every point by a benign and far-reaching intelligence.' Kerryn Goldsworthy, Sydney Morning Herald '...a dazzlingly accomplished author who commands all the strokes. Her repertoire stretches from a hallucinatory sense of
place to a mastery of suspense, sophisticated verbal artistry and a formidable skill in navigating those twisty paths where history and psychology entwine.' Boyd Tonkin, Independent

GEORGE R. R. MARTIN'S A GAME OF THRONES 5-BOOK BOXED SET (SONG OF ICE AND FIRE SERIES)
A GAME OF THRONES, A CLASH OF KINGS, A STORM OF SWORDS, A FEAST FOR CROWS, AND A DANCE WITH DRAGONS
Bantam For the ﬁrst time, all ﬁve novels in the epic fantasy series that inspired HBO’s Game of Thrones are together in one eBook bundle. An immersive entertainment experience unlike any other, A Song of Ice and Fire has earned George R. R. Martin—dubbed “the American Tolkien” by Time
magazine—international acclaim and millions of loyal readers. Now this bundle collects the entire monumental cycle in the most convenient format available: A GAME OF THRONES A CLASH OF KINGS A STORM OF SWORDS A FEAST FOR CROWS A DANCE WITH DRAGONS “One of the best series in the
history of fantasy.”—Los Angeles Times Winter is coming. Such is the stern motto of House Stark, the northernmost of the ﬁefdoms that owe allegiance to King Robert Baratheon in far-oﬀ King’s Landing. There Eddard Stark of Winterfell rules in Robert’s name. There his family dwells in peace and
comfort: his proud wife, Catelyn; his sons Robb, Brandon, and Rickon; his daughters Sansa and Arya; and his bastard son, Jon Snow. Far to the north, behind the towering Wall, lie savage Wildings and worse—unnatural things relegated to myth during the centuries-long summer, but proving all too real
and all too deadly in the turning of the season. Yet a more immediate threat lurks to the south, where Jon Arryn, the Hand of the King, has died under mysterious circumstances. Now Robert is riding north to Winterfell, bringing his queen, the lovely but cold Cersei, his son, the cruel, vainglorious Prince
Joﬀrey, and the queen’s brothers Jaime and Tyrion of the powerful and wealthy House Lannister—the ﬁrst a swordsman without equal, the second a dwarf whose stunted stature belies a brilliant mind. All are heading for Winterfell and a fateful encounter that will change the course of kingdoms.
Meanwhile, across the Narrow Sea, Prince Viserys, heir of the fallen House Targaryen, which once ruled all of Westeros, schemes to reclaim the throne with an army of barbarian Dothraki—whose loyalty he will purchase in the only coin left to him: his beautiful yet innocent sister, Daenerys. “Long live
George Martin . . . a literary dervish, enthralled by complicated characters and vivid language, and bursting with the wild vision of the very best tale tellers.”—The New York Times

THE ART OF GRACE: ON MOVING WELL THROUGH LIFE
W. W. Norton & Company "Sarah Kaufman oﬀers an old-fashioned cure for a modern-day ailment. The remedy for our culture of coarseness is grace…This is an elegant, compelling, and, yes, graceful book." —Daniel H. Pink, author of Drive In this joyful exploration of grace’s many forms, Pulitzer
Prize–winning critic Sarah L. Kaufman celebrates a too-often-forgotten philosophy of living that promotes human connection and fulﬁllment. Drawing on the arts, sports, the humanities, and everyday life—as well as the latest ﬁndings in neuroscience and health research—Kaufman illuminates how our
bodies and our brains are designed for grace. She promotes a holistic appreciation and practice of grace, as the joining of body, mind, and spirit, and as a way to nurture ourselves and others.
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TALKING TO STRANGERS
WHAT WE SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE PEOPLE WE DON'T KNOW
Little, Brown Malcolm Gladwell, host of the podcast Revisionist History and author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Outliers, oﬀers a powerful examination of our interactions with strangers and why they often go wrong—now with a new afterword by the author. A Best Book of the Year: The Financial
Times, Bloomberg, Chicago Tribune, and Detroit Free Press How did Fidel Castro fool the CIA for a generation? Why did Neville Chamberlain think he could trust Adolf Hitler? Why are campus sexual assaults on the rise? Do television sitcoms teach us something about the way we relate to one another
that isn’t true? Talking to Strangers is a classically Gladwellian intellectual adventure, a challenging and controversial excursion through history, psychology, and scandals taken straight from the news. He revisits the deceptions of Bernie Madoﬀ, the trial of Amanda Knox, the suicide of Sylvia Plath, the
Jerry Sandusky pedophilia scandal at Penn State University, and the death of Sandra Bland—throwing our understanding of these and other stories into doubt. Something is very wrong, Gladwell argues, with the tools and strategies we use to make sense of people we don’t know. And because we don’t
know how to talk to strangers, we are inviting conﬂict and misunderstanding in ways that have a profound eﬀect on our lives and our world. In his ﬁrst book since his #1 bestseller David and Goliath, Malcolm Gladwell has written a gripping guidebook for troubled times.

THE ART OF IS
IMPROVISING AS A WAY OF LIFE
New World Library A MASTERFUL BOOK ABOUT BREATHING LIFE INTO ART AND ART INTO LIFE "Stephen Nachmanovitch's The Art of Is is a philosophical meditation on living, living fully, living in the present. To the author, an improvisation is a co-creation that arises out of listening and mutual
attentiveness, out of a universal bond of sharing that connects all humanity. It is a product of the nervous system, bigger than the brain and bigger than the body; it is a once-in-a-lifetime encounter, unprecedented and unrepeatable. Drawing from the wisdom of the ages, The Art of Is not only gives the
reader an inside view of the states of mind that give rise to improvisation, it is also a celebration of the power of the human spirit, which — when exercised with love, immense patience, and discipline — is an antidote to hate." — Yo-Yo Ma, cellist

BETWEEN THE WORLD AND ME
One World #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN
HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL EVENT Hailed by Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a bold and personal literary exploration of America’s racial history by “the most important essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the national political conversation about race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF THE
MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post • People • Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los
Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle • Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday • Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a profound work that pivots from the biggest questions about American history and ideals to the most intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates oﬀers a powerful
new framework for understanding our nation’s history and current crisis. Americans have built an empire on the idea of “race,” a falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily on the bodies of black women and men—bodies exploited through slavery and segregation, and, today, threatened,
locked up, and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black body and ﬁnd a way to live within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its burden? Between the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a
letter to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son—and readers—the story of his awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a series of revelatory experiences, from Howard University to Civil War battleﬁelds, from the South Side of Chicago to Paris, from his childhood home to the
living rooms of mothers whose children’s lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully woven from personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between the World and Me clearly illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our present, and oﬀers a transcendent
vision for a way forward.

WHAT I CARRY
Ember "In her ﬁnal year in foster care, seventeen-year-old Muir tries to survive her senior year before aging out of the system"--
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